Ratabase 9 Service Pack 1
(SP1)

Exciting new features

Powerful, award-winning

Ratabase is the enterprise rating solution of choice for the insurance
industry, with more than 100 active installations. As part of the Ratabase
9 Service Pack 1 (SP1), CGI continues to add new and exciting features
to the product, including 5 of the top 10 features suggested through our
Client Innovation Program.






Product Builder









The What-If feature received major performance enhancements and
has been benchmarked at processing 1,000,000 transactions per
hour on a laptop.
New filtering options have been added to the Distribution utility,
making it even easier to quickly package a rate change for
production deployment.
Arrays can now be larger, providing greater flexibility.
The ability to load an array from a rate table enables new ways of
creating reusable, sharable formula logic.
New formula language enhancements have been added with array
specific elements, syntax and functions.
The Test Case Editor includes enhanced find and replace
functionality, making it easier to adapt test cases to changing
business needs

Production


The Table Service includes new features that provide enhanced
diagnostic ability and configurability.







XCelent Award recipient for
functionality, customer service
and client base
30+ years serving the insurance
industry
Partners with 12 of the top 20
global insurers
100+ live implementations
Sub-second response time per
rating request (~1,000
transactions in less than 5
seconds)
Processes 60% of Gross Written
Premium (GWP) in U.S. alone
Clients have experienced:
 75% improvement in days
required to implement
changes
 50% reduction in staffing
needed to support rating

Product Builder API


A new Product Builder API enables scripting and automation outside
of Product Builder and easier integration into your company’s other
systems.

Output Designer


Output Desiger received a major refresh, providing up to 8x
improved performance, a complete UI overhaul and new features
that enable easier manipulation of field values, better control of
Calculator options, and improved auditability and stability.

Join carriers receiving real benefits








Experience significant growth. Ratabase helps improve the
accuracy of pricing and enables development of unique products in
crowded markets.
Use the “best in the business” tools at a reasonable cost.
Save 50% or more on rating maintenance costs and see up to a
75% improvement in the time needed to implement changes.
Spur technical innovation by moving rate and rule maintenance
from IT to the business.
Increase the volume of their book of business and individual
policies thanks to Ratabase’s scalability and performance.
Reduce staff attrition and improve employee morale with
Ratabase University.

Karlyn Carnahan
Celent Property and Casualty
Research Director

About CGI
Insights you can act on
Founded in 1976, CGI is among the
largest IT and business consulting
services firms in the world.
We are insights-driven and outcomesbased to help accelerate returns on
your investments. Across hundreds of
locations worldwide, we provide
comprehensive, scalable and
sustainable IT and business
consulting services that are informed
globally and delivered locally.
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